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Eliminate security blind spots

Decrypt network traffic

Access IoT/OT traffic
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Three Ways to Boost Your  
NDR Usage 

How do you maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of NDR tools?  
It starts with gaining deep observability that enables you to:
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Eliminate Blind Spots

Even the most robust security tools can’t protect you if you can’t see the 
network traffic running across your hybrid cloud infrastructure. To give 
tools the best chance at detecting threats and identify and eliminate 
security blind spots, you need deep observability into all network traffic.

Deep Observability Is the Foundation for NDR Excellence
Providing your NDR tools with complete visibility is critical to maximizing 
their ability to detect and respond to threats. NDR tools can only 
respond to threats that they can see. Your tools must have both North-
South and East-West visibility across all environments and sources, 
including on-premises, virtual, hybrid or multi-cloud, encrypted, and 
container traffic to ensure that your security posture is providing the 
maximum level of protection. 
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Eliminating Blind Spots

Gain User and Application Behavioral Insights
Gaining deep observability across your environment empowers you 
to not only see more but understand more. Gigamon offers prebuilt 
integrations with leading security and performance tools, including 
NDRs, to deliver deep observability into complex application behavior. 
This network-derived intelligence provides the context you need to 
pinpoint potential threats and resolve issues faster.
 

In 2019, insiders 
caused 48 percent 
of the data breaches 
in respondents’ 
organizations, up from 
26 percent in 2015.1

48%
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Traditional techniques for defending network perimeters no longer 
apply as hybrid and multi-cloud infrastructure becomes more and more 
complex. This complexity includes encrypted traffic. How can you see 
and secure critical traffic when it’s encrypted? The answer starts with 
decrypting and gaining visibility to eliminate security blind spots.

Deep Observability Into Encrypted Traffic 
Encryption is essential for safeguarding sensitive data and 
communications, but it’s also quickly becoming part of modern 
malware’s attack techniques — particularly command-and-control 
communications. Gigamon provides centralized decryption, all the way 
up to TLS 1.3, eliminating the need for each security tool to perform 
its own decryption that consumes valuable resources. Organizations 
benefit from complete visibility into all network traffic to eliminate blind 
spots and maximize monitoring efficiency.
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Decrypting Traffic

Extend Your Security Posture to Public Cloud
Architected for today’s hybrid and multi-cloud infrastructure, the 
Gigamon Deep Observability Pipeline spans your physical, virtual, and 
cloud environments. It enables you to acquire, optimize,
and share selected traffic across your security and
monitoring tools, extending your decryption capabilities and security 
posture to the cloud, without compromise.

72 percent of 
enterprises 
worldwide
have deployed 
private cloud
infrastructures.2

72%
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Accessing IoT/OT Traffic

As your organization becomes increasingly connected, even a short 
service interruption or minor breach can impact customer experience, 
slow productivity, and jeopardize your business. Shortening your threat 
response time is more critical than ever in today’s complex hybrid and 
multi-cloud world. IoT, OT, and other devices on the network negatively 
affect both threat detection and response due to the sheer complexity 
of gaining visibility into each of these devices. Devices are continuously 
added, removed, and moved across networks, creating a significant 
visibility challenge for all organizations.
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Clear IoT/OT Device Visibility, Faster Detection and Response
Investigate suspicious behavior, proactively hunt for potential risks, 
and direct fast and effective response to active threats from a visibility 
landscape that includes IoT/OT devices. Gigamon provides your NDRs 
deep observability into every single device within an infrastructure, 
fortifying the effectiveness of your security posture.
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Gigamon Deep  
Observability Pipeline

Today, 90 percent of organizations operate in a hybrid and multi-cloud 
world. The shift to a multi-cloud strategy helps organizations propel their 
digital transformation efforts, but also creates new challenges around 
security, delivering consistent digital experiences, and operational overhead. 

The Gigamon Deep Observability Pipeline provides your NDR tools with the 
deep view needed to cut through complexity and understand what’s really 
happening in your infrastructure. Our Deep Observability Pipeline helps 
customers to achieve a 75 percent increase in network visibility and a 50 
percent reduction in network downtime.

It’s time to empower your NDR tools with the clarity they need to 
effectively detect and respond to threats.  
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Why Gigamon

Gigamon goes beyond current security and observability approaches 
that rely exclusively on metrics, events, logs, and traces (MELT) data. 
We extend the value of your cloud, security, and observability tools 
with real-time network intelligence and insights derived from packets, 
flows, and application metadata to deliver defense-in-depth and 
complete performance management across your hybrid and multi-cloud 
infrastructure. This allows you to shift to a proactive security posture 
by pinpointing threats and anomalies to mitigate exposure to risk and 
expedite troubleshooting.

For more information, visit gigamon.com/observability-demo.

http://gigamon.com/observability-demo
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